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Welcome to Doctoral Consortium 
in 

ICPRAI 2022 
 
 
This year, the steering committee of ICPRAI 2022 proposes the first version of the Doctoral 
Consortium (DC) as a satellite event to the main conference offering the opportunity to PhD 
students to present their work and meet senior researchers in their field of interest. The 
Doctoral Consortium at ICPRAI 2022 offers an opportunity for Ph.D. students to test their 
research ideas, present their current progress and future plans, and to receive constructive 
criticism and insights related to their future work and career perspectives. For that, a mentor 
(a senior researcher who is active in the field of ICPRAI topics) was assigned to each 
participant to provide individual feedback on the student´s Ph.D. project. In addition, 
depending on how they can attend the conference (on-line or on site), students also have the 
opportunity to present an overview of their research plan during a special poster session (on-
site) or an oral presentation (on-line). 
 
The ICPRAI 2022 Doctoral Consortium has accepted 13 students, which have been mentored 
by 13 senior active researchers in the fields of Artificial Intelligence technics and pattern 
recognition. During the DC, each research proposal is presented through a teaser/poster 
session, or an oral presentation, focusing on the outline of the objectives, the methodology, 
the expected results, the state of the art in their area, and the current stage of their research. 
During the teaser (introductory) session, each student who is one-site makes a brief 
presentation of his/her research to the public, inviting to attend the poster session in which 
the students and their mentors discuss project details. For other on-line PhD students, ten 
minutes presentations are given and five minutes questions from the audience to explain their 
objectives and research plan are scheduled. 
 
Welcome to the first DC-ICPRAI 2022 in Paris 
 

Prof. Véronique EGLIN 
INSA - Lyon 

ICPRAI 2022 Doctoral Consortium Chair 
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Deep Learning Models for Activity Recognition and Behavior Changes Detection 

Hui Chen1[0000-0003-4401-268X], Charles Gouin-Vallerand1[0000-0002-5811-2932], Kévin Bouchard2[0000-0002-5227-6602], 

 Sébastien Gaboury2[0000-0001-7749-3470], Mélanie Couture3[0000-0002-0088-3865], Nathalie Bier4[0000-0002-2940-694X], and  

Sylvain Giroux1[0000-0003-0602-5957]  

1 Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Canada 
2 Université du Québec à Chicoutimi, Chicoutimi, Canada 

3 CIUSSS West-Central Montréal, Côte-Saint-Luc, Canada 
4 Université de Montréal, Montréal, Canada 

{hui.chen, Charles.Vallerand, Sylvain.Giroux}@usherbrooke.ca, 
{Kevin_Bouchard, Sebastien_Gaboury}@uqac.ca, 

 Melanie.Couture.CVD@ssss.gouv.qc.ca, nathlie.bier@umontreal.ca 

Abstract. Deep learning has remarkable contributions to human activity recognition (HAR). Nevertheless, it is still 
challenging in the long term to recognize the daily activities of the older people in a real smart home with imbalanced 
and limited labeled noisy sensor data and associate the behavior changes with health status transition. In this research, 
we propose a semi-supervised deep model to recognize the older people's activities of daily living (ADLs) and convo-
lutional auto-encoder (CAE) to detect behavior changes based on massive ambient sensors data in smart homes. 

Keywords: Human Activity Recognition (HAR), Deep Learning, Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). 

1 Introduction 

Deep learning (DL) models are recently widely used for sensor-based activity recognition [1]. Compared to traditional 
pattern recognition methods, deep learning could perform automatic high-level feature extractions to perform better 
without relying on human-crafted feature extraction. DL models could achieve competitive performance by monitoring 
human activities and physiological parameters to detect the abnormal condition early, and unusual behaviors [2]. How-
ever, there are still many challenges remaining. It is time-consuming and costly to manually label sensor data to get the 
ground truth in a real environment for a long period (e.g., several months). The sensor data collected in real smart 
homes often include noisy information and imbalanced activities that impact activity recognition accuracy. It is chal-
lenging to evaluate behavior changes associated with health status changes or functional changes. 

My Ph.D. thesis aims to provide DL models to recognize daily life activities (e.g.: eating and sleeping) using partially 
labeled ambient sensor data collected in real smart homes and detect older people’s behavior changes in visualized rou-
tine profiles. 

2 Proposed Methods 

We propose two deep learning models to tackle the above research problems. First, a semi-supervised deep learning 
model recognizes human activities with limited labeled, imbalanced, and noisy real ambient sensor data. Second, we use 
CAE to detect behavior changes using visualized daily activities density maps [3]. 

 
2.1 Activity Recognition with Partially Labeled Sensor Data 

With the inspiration of [4][5] for noisy information and imbalanced activities, we plan to use a semi-supervised deep 
model to recognize partially labeled multimodal unbalanced real sensor data. First, we run deep models (e.g., CNN, 
LSTM, and Recurrent neural network (RNN)) iteratively on the small amount of labeled data and minimize the classifi-
cation errors. Second, these models predict the unlabeled data. Then choose the most confident "pseudo-labels" using 
majority voting and label unlabeled sets based on the class rebalancing scheme for subsequent iterations. Finally, the 
ensemble models re-train both "pseudo-labeled" data and the original labeled data. This procedure is iterated until no 
more unlabeled data remains. 

We would evaluate this model on the dataset based on an older people living community called the SAPA project [6]. 
Around thirty smart homes have been installed with the internet of things (IoT) infrastructure, such as passive infrared 

mailto:Sylvain.Giroux%7d@usherbrooke.c
mailto:Kevin_Bouchard,%20Sebastien_Gaboury%7d@uqac.ca
mailto:Melanie.Couture.CVD@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
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(PIR) motion, contact, and door/window sensors. The sensor events were continuously collected for more than two 
years. 

2.2 Detect Behavior Changes 

We plan to use two steps to solve the challenge of evaluating behavior changes associated with health status changes.  

First, we use a cluster-based model (e.g., K-means) to group activities, time, and locations to daily life patterns on long-
term sensors data. The personalized routine profile is generated using these patterns and older people’s health profiles 
(e.g., memory problems and medication status) provided by clinicians. 

Second, we propose CAE to detect long-term behavioral changes (e.g., new behaviors and changes in the duration of 
activities). With the inspiration of [3][7], we first generate visualized activity density map based on the period window 
size (e.g., three months or six months) using recognized daily activities. Then we plan to use the CAE structure to detect 
behavioral changes in these activity density images. The encoder of CAE included two convolutional layers with a ker-
nel size of five and three, followed by a fully connected layer. The decoder was a mirror of the encoder with convolu-
tional transpose layers. Finally, we would calculate latent features between different period windows using a distance-
based anomaly score to detect the long-term behavioral changes. 

The clinicians’ research notes of health status changes (e.g., hospitalization) and the feedback of healthcare providers 
and residents would aid us in evaluating and associating the abnormal behavior changes with health status changes. 

3 Research Plan, Mentor Exchanges, and Expected Contributions 

I started the Ph.D. research in November 2020 and would finish in December 2023. I am currently developing the label-
ing application for labeling the raw sensor data and recognizing daily activities using semi-supervised deep models (e.g., 
CNN and LSTM). I plan to deploy the application in real smart homes for future work. Older people are encouraged to 
mark daily activities using labeling applications to provide ground truth. Then I would recognize daily activities and 
detect behavior changes using proposed models on real smart homes’ sensor data. 

Thanks to my mentor Prof. Mounim A. El-Yacoubi, who provided valuable suggestions about my research. (1) Use a 
weakly supervised learning model to leverage the last two years' unlabeled sensors data for activity recognition. (2) 
Refer to anomaly detection to improve the CAE model to detect the long-term behavior changes using a period window. 
(3) How to clarify and evaluate the long-term health changes of the seniors using the proposed models.  

The expected contributions of this research are to use DL models to recognize human activities and detect behavior 
changes in the real world which is one of the main challenges in the HAR community. The expected results of early 
change detection also contribute to the home care of the aging people community to improve home care and reduce 
health care costs.  

References 

1. Jindong Wang, Yiqiang Chen, Shuji Hao, Xiaohui Peng, and Lisha Hu: Deep learning for sensor-based activity recognition: A 
survey. Pattern Recognition Letters, 119:3–11, 2019. 
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Thesis title : Digital transformation of technical engineering documents and
industrial plans

PhD Student : Mathieu Francois, Thesis supervisor : Véronique Eglin and Mentor : Vincent Poulain d’Andecy

Univ Lyon, INSA Lyon, CNRS, UCBL, LIRIS, UMR5205, F-69621 Villeurbanne, France
francois.mathieu@orinox.com

CIFRE Contract
Estimated start and end of the thesis : 05/2021 - 05/2024

1 Summary of the thesis topic

Today, a large number of engineering documents are stored either in paper format (printed version of a native digi-
tized document or single representation medium), or in a weakly structured digital representation (pdf documents),
or in their native digitized format (as images). The digital transformation of these contents is an ambitious research
topic in the industrial world. Companies involved in this digital transformation hope to access digital resources in
an automatic, indexed and enriched way (with for example new semantic relations between digitized contents, the
search for information in indexed and annotated datasets, the intelligent edition of schemas and P&ID).

Engineering documents or other technical documentation of industrial installations are composed of a large
number of elements of different nature, see figure 2. There are for example texts with or without semantics, graphic
symbols and drawings... These documents can be very dense with information, which can even overlap. For a human
with engineering knowledge, it is quite obvious to distinguish this information but what about a machine?

The automatic interpretation of these engineering plans can be very complex for several reasons. First of all,
these documents are very poorly (if at all) structured. The information (text/symbol) can be represented in any
orientation, size, color... The information on these plans is often very dense and can overlap, making it difficult to
understand.

For the edition of these documents, the experts do not have real standards allowing to draw the plans. This
documentation is made up of very large digitized technical plans (type A0) whose graphic, symbolic and textual
content is heterogeneous, of variable quality and respects representation standards that can vary from one document
to another. For example, the same technical component can be represented symbolically in several ways depending
on the standard used.

Concerning the thesis work, the first topic of interest were the extraction of textual entities within these docu-
ments and then, the extraction of symbols. These parts were the first in order to be able, in the future, to link and
interpret the two types of information in order to correct possible prediction errors and make sense of them.

Fig. 1. Diagram representing the different stages of the thesis.
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2 PhD Student : Mathieu Francois, Thesis supervisor : Véronique Eglin and Mentor : Vincent Poulain d’Andecy

2 Realization

2.1 Work on text detection and recognition on engineering documents

During the first year, we were interested in the detection and recognition of printed text (short texts of variable
orientations with specific business semantics). The strings present on this type of document are thus very little
structured (few sentences, few nominal groups but texts named tags which qualify the graphic regions of the plans).
The textual entities can thus be placed anywhere on the document, they can be of any orientation, size or color.

The first phase of this work on text extraction was to make a state of the art of already existing technologies
that could answer our problems. In order to carry out this bibliography, the subject have been separated into 4
main parts: image pre-processing, text detection, text recognition and error correction.

In order to build a complete detection and recognition model, this part of the thesis has been started by creating
a dataset from a selection of plans and maps of the Orinox company. An annotation tool has been developped to
extract the coordinates of the text areas on the PDF documents and to include the corresponding transcripts.

Fig. 2. Example of an engineering document containing multi-oriented text and graphic symbols.

After that, some technologies identified in the state of the art [1][3][4] has been tested . Then we started the
development of a text detection solution based on the EAST algorithm [1] to verify that FCN technologies, which are
generally used in natural scene contexts, are adaptable to our use case. The EAST algorithm is a fully convolutional
network (FCN) model that proposes predictions of the word or line containing the text, excluding intermediate
steps such as candidate proposal, text region formation and word partitioning. The generated text predictions are
sent to non-maximal suppression to obtain the final results.

Then, an open-source OCR has been used to recognize the previously detected characters. This one is called
Tesseract and it is based on a neural network architecture of the LSTM type. It is configured in order to each image
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given as input corresponds to a single line of text (corresponding to the output of our detection system). We chose
this OCR because it is open-source and easy to use. There are better OCRs on the market but our problem was
not pure character recognition.

Among the texts present in the documents, some strings of characters called Tags are of particular interest to
us (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Example of tags with their associated symbol.

Tags are identifiers of technical elements present on the documents. They are not linked to any lexicon or
language model. They are usually composed of a capital letter, a number and a separator character (example: AA-
1234-BB). Because of these properties, they are frequently the target of transcription errors (even when dissociating
the dictionary from the transcriber).

In order to regain control of the transcription errors, we turned to a system allowing the Post-OCR correction of
these Tags. This one is based on a clustering (Affinity Propagation[2]) and a string structure analysis. The Affinity
Propagation algorithm has the ability, compared to other clustering methods, to not need the number of input
clusters. To keep it simple, the data communicate with each other to measure their level of similarity and then the
clusters are formed.

This first work realized during the first year of the thesis was the subject of a long article (15 pages) in the
international conference DAS (Document Analysis System 2022, La Rochelle) and will be presented on May 24,
2022.

In this study, a F1 Score of 84% for the text detection system has been obtained. Some remaining errors are due
to the wrong understanding of the symbols (symbol confused with text, enlargement of the text zones wrongly...).
That’s why decided to put this part on pause and to resume it when the symbolic entities extraction system will
be operational.

Regarding the post-OCR correction, a gain of 7 % was obtained by calculating the difference between the WER
of the OCR output and the post-OCR correction. We are sure that the results can be improved with more data.
Indeed, this module has benn processed shot by shot. But if we imagine to have several data from the same project,
we could apply the clustering method on several plans, which would give a better representation of the clusters.

2.2 Work on symbol detection and recognition on engineering documents

Tags are by nature difficult texts to recognize because their semantics is deduced from the construction of their
sequences of characters and digits. In order to avoid confusion in the recognition of these sequences, we have chosen
to couple the recognition of the text and the neighboring graph: the association of the two information modalities
seems to be an interesting track never explored before in the context of industrial maps and plans.

For this purpose, we are currently performing a first state of the art on the detection of objects close to the
graphical objects of the enterprise and thinking about a model of coupling text-graphical modalities to jointly
improve the transcription/post-correction of texts and symbols, see figure 4.

As for the work concerning textual entities, we need annotated data to train the detection models. Indeed,
engineering documents are specific and often private data: it is very difficult to find a public dataset allowing to
meet this training challenge with the required level of annotation.
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4 PhD Student : Mathieu Francois, Thesis supervisor : Véronique Eglin and Mentor : Vincent Poulain d’Andecy

Fig. 4. Example of engineering symbols.

As for the first part of the thesis concerning the tags and texts of nomenclatures, we have created a second
annotation tool allowing to extract information from engineering documents directly in the drawing software of
these documents. This tool has the task of locating the symbols and providing the coordinates of the bounding
boxes. We then named and classified the symbolic data.

This work of detection and text-graphic coupling is a complex task that we are currently starting. To start this
step, we started from state of the art technologies [5][6][7][8] to identify the technological locks to our use case and
to advance in our proposals.

3 Perspectives for the thesis year 2

The objectives for the work during the second year of the thesis are as follows:

– Continue work on symbol detection and recognition
– Focus on the detection of links and the coupling between the different information present on the documents

(text and graphic symbols)
– Publish on the occasion of the ICDAR 2023 conference

References
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PhD Student: Zhuxian GUO 

Laboratory of Informatics Paris Descartes (LIPADE), Paris 75006, France 

1. Title of the thesis 
Exploring the tissue and its micro-environment in whole slide imaging to maximize the impact of digital 
pathology in clinical practices. 

2. Starting and expected finalization date of the PhD 
Starting date: November 1, 2021 
Expected finalization date: October 31, 2024 

3. Supervisor of the thesis 
Paris: Nicolas LOMENIE / Camille KURT Switzerland: Henning Muller 

4. context and objectives of the PhD 
We have two ongoing projects with Ambroise-Paré Hospital (POCHI project) and Henri- Mondor Hospital 
(MONDOR project), respectively. We also have one upcoming national project: Translational Cancer Research 
Program (PRT-K). 
In the POCHI project, we are conducting a phase II clinical trial on linear quantification of lymphoid infiltration 
of the tumor margin in colorectal carcinoma (CRC). The study on linear quantification of CD3 infiltration within 
a particular region across the invasive front helps on therapy outcome forecasting for CRC patients [1]. 
In the MONDOR project, we are exploring machine learning approaches to tackle the challenges in 
transcriptomic subclass distinction based on Whole Slide Images (WSI) of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), 
which is a highly molecular and histological heterogeneous cancer. HCC phenotype appears to be closely 
related to particular gene mutations [5], [8], [6]. Applying clustering on the morphological appearance of the 
digitalized histopathological specimens (i.e., WSI) is helpful in HCC transcriptomic subclass distinction with the 
absence of mRNA sequencing, which is expensive and is not a routine examination in clinical practices. The 
study can help with HCC diagnosis, prognostication, novel biomarker discovery and personalized medicine 
development. 
PRT-K will use several prospective cohorts of stage II and III colon cancer, involving more than 3600 patients. 
We will generate and validate a prognostic algorithm using machine learning cutting-edge technology to 
estimate a patient’s survival using a routine Hematoxylin Eosin Safran (HES) WSI. The final objective of this 
program is to generate an open-source free software to determine patient prognosis based on a unique 
digitized HES slide. 

5. Summary of the progress made so far 
Due to the inherent deviation of the annotations, it will be interesting to explore some recently available semi-
supervised or unsupervised models (e.g., MixMatch[2], RUC [10], SCAN [11]) and the possible application of 
models in semi-supervised/unsupervised fashion in digital pathology (e.g., [9], [3]). Recently, Some weakly 
supervised models (e.g., [7]), which only require slide-level annotation, are also popular in the pathology 
community. 
[4] pointed out the limitations of CNNs in digital pathology applications. There are limitations such as relatively 
small field of view compared to a large-scale gigapixel histopathological slides and the incapability of CNNs in 
understanding non-Euclidean information. Graph neural networks (GNNs), which have been used in non-
Euclidean data mining and machine learning fields, can be promising in computational pathology (e.g., [12]). 
Now I am working on the dataset from TIGER: https://tiger.grand-challenge.org/ and from PAIP 2019 
(https://paip2019.grand-challenge.org/)  

6. Future research plan 
Phase 1: Studying state-of-the-art CNN-like architectures for digital pathology and for other applications in 
medical image processing. Studying the fresh supervised and unsupervised deep models in computer vision 
and thinking about their applications in our projects related to CRC and HCC. Contributing to the ongoing and 
upcoming projects. 
Phase 2: To develop a robust and reproducible architecture to recognize different morphological appearance 
of the main HCC phenotypes. Clustering the visual representations, extracted by the architecture, of slides 
with certain phenotypes to particular gene mutations by learning the WSI and their corresponding mRNA 
sequencing data. Also, to find a way to perform a single analysis of a larger field of vision on a slide, which is 
difficult due to the limitation of patch size feeding to a CNN, and to learn the interactions between different 
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architectures in this field. Finally, improving the interpretability of the whole tissue analysis system to help 
people intuitively understand the underlying pathological mechanisms (e.g., visualization), and to improve the 
acceptance and application scope of the pathology community for the tissue analysis using neural networks. 
Phase 3: Exploring the possibility of generalizing the system developed in Phase 2 to slides of other tissues, 
slides with other staining protocols (e.g., Immunohistochemistry Stain), etc. Exploring the introduction of 
augmented reality (AR) technology to conventional microscopes and to other pathology laboratory equipment 
to assist pathologists in examining tissue specimens. Publications on the journals/conferences in the digital 
pathology community and submitting a doctoral dissertation. 

7. References 
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ICPRAI 2022 - DOCTORAL CONSORTIUM SUBMISSION

Adam Harmanec1,2, Supervisor: Filip Šroubek1, Co-supervisor: Zuzana Kadlecová2,3

1Institute of Information Theory and Automation, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
2Department of Histology and Embryology, Faculty of Medicine, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
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1. RESEARCH PLAN

The PhD research began in October 2021 and is expected to
take 4 years, that is until circa October 2025.

1.1. Summary

Microscopy has always been an essential tool for biolog-
ical research. The resolution of an optical microscope is
inherently limited by the finite wavelength of light [1]. Over
the last two decades, numerous super-resolution imaging
techniques have been invented to surpass this limit. This
super-resolution revolution has transformed the way cells and
tissues are studied. This project will focus on methods and
data obtained from Total internal reflection fluorescence -
structured illumination microscopy (TIRF-SIM) [2, 3]. The
high spatial and temporal resolution and the low illumina-
tion power of TIRF-SIM are optimal for live-cell imaging
which is challenging with other super-resolution techniques.
However, this new data represents a significant challenge
for data analysis, and there are currently no objective and
automatic methods. Hence, to bridge this gap, this project
aims to develop novel image processing approaches suitable
for this type of images and videos and provide the biomed-
ical community with an essential tool for unbiased analysis
of experiments studied with TIRF-SIM. We aim to develop
methods and algorithms that are generic and applicable to a
wide range of tasks, not only to TIRF-SIM data analysis, but
for this project, they will be applied to and validated on data
from plasma membrane research in collaboration with the
Institute of Medical Research at the University of Cambridge.
We assume that the project’s first year will be dedicated to
data assessment, optimization of the SIM reconstruction algo-
rithm and generation of synthetic training data that could be
used to train detection and classification deep machine learn-
ing models. The aim of the consequent years is to properly
integrate image processing methods and thus create a robust
pipeline for automatic and unbiased analysis of TIRF-SIM
data.

1.2. Current State of Knowledge

The concept of structured illumination microscopy (SIM)[3]
for doubling the resolution of optical microscopes was intro-
duced over two decades ago. It’s acquisition speed and low
phototoxicity make it one of the best options for observing
processes in living cells. It was soon combined with Total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)[2, 4], a method for
studying very thin layers of samples (<100 nm). To obtain
a detailed and noise-free super-resolved image, the illumi-
nation parameters must be known precisely. These have to
be estimated from the original images, which is challenging
when observing living cells because they are obtained at high
frame-rates with weak laser illumination. Various methods
have been proposed to improve the estimation from images
with low signal-to-noise ratio [5].

Additionally, the reconstruction algorithm itself can be
modified to better cope with noise [6]. It has recently been
shown that deep neural networks can be trained to directly
perform SIM reconstruction [7]. However, these published
approaches are not instantly adaptable to our use case and ne-
cessitate further modification.

Detection, classification and tracking of objects in images
are some of the most common tasks in computer vision. In
recent years, deep learning has become a very successful and
popular solution [8]. However, a lot of the research is con-
cerned with diverse natural images and is not directly trans-
ferable to microscopy images, to which only limited attention
is paid. To our knowledge, no deep learning models have been
applied to the analysis of TIRF-SIM images and videos.

We are unaware of any off-the-shelf tools for unbiased,
automatic, and quantitative data analysis from TIRF-SIM
microscopy, especially for videos capturing the dynamics of
vesicle formation at the plasma membrane. Therefore our
research can be inspired but not build on the oversimplified
semi-automatic image processing methods used by Willy et
al [9] and Zaccai, Kadlecová et al [10], which are based on
tools not intended and not very suitable for the purpose.
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1.3. Methods of Research

The project’s first step is to assess the quality, robustness
and reproducibility of the available TIRF-SIM data and the
methodology used for its acquisition. Ideally, this should
include a visit to the microscope at the University of Ox-
ford and a consultation with it’s constructor and operator, Dr.
Kseniya Korobchevskaya. We believe the data acquisition
process could be tweaked to take into account the processing
of it’s results. Our preliminary data inspection indicated the
vital need for a better reconstruction method since the low
signal-to-noise ratio and subtle cell migration during acquisi-
tion leads to reconstruction artifacts. On the other hand, this
time investment in optimizing reconstruction procedures will
later pay off in simplified downstream data analysis. To that
end, we want to experiment with new Wiener regularizations
and other deconvolution techniques.

The second step is to develop methods for object detec-
tion and classification for the resulting super-resolved images.
Algorithms used until now were optimized for the lower res-
olution and cannot be applied to this new data. The observed
cell structures highlighted by fluorescent markers should be
found in each frame and segmented as accurately as possi-
ble. We propose to use deep convolutional neural networks
adapted to the specific properties of the subjects, such as their
large number but the relatively coherent size and shape. We
also want to experiment with using the images in their origi-
nal resolution as input to the network, which could eliminate
the residual effects of the reconstruction at the cost of a more
complicated training procedure. Deep learning notoriously
requires a large amount of data which we intend to overcome
by using synthetic images.

The third step is to match and track the detected objects
in consecutive frames in order to monitor their evolution over
time for up to several minutes. This comes with a number
of challenges. For example, new objects may appear, and the
existing ones may transform and disappear. In addition, the
approach should be robust enough to handle the formation
and breakup of local clusters of objects and their movement.
To this end, we want to repurpose the rich research of cell
and particle tracking to construct trajectories from individual
detections.

The final step is to process and analyze the obtained
tracks. The aim is to provide biological experts with objec-
tive and informative statistics on the properties and behavior
of the monitored objects. Specific analytical procedures may
evolve and change as they are directly motivated by the needs
of cellular biological research, but the previous steps should
be robust and generic enough to be easily adaptable to a
variety of use cases.

We expect to fully complete the first step and start work-
ing on the second step during the project’s first year. After
that, the next steps will be accomplished sequentially in the
following years.
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1 Important Dates

PhD start date: 01-December 2020.
Expected PhD end date: 30-November 2024.

2 Presentation of Context

Compressive Sensing (CS) [2] has attracted researchers from a variety of fields because of its potential for low-power
operation, reduced bandwidth, and low memory consumption. CS was originally proposed for concurrent acquisition
and compression of sparse signals, and eventual signal reconstruction from a significantly smaller set of samples than
those required by the Nyquist-Shannon theorem [3]. However, the reconstruction of a CS signal requires solving
an optimization problem, which is normally a computationally intensive task, while keeping a high signal-to-noise
ratio. It has been estimated that the reconstruction problem is four orders of magnitude more complex in terms of
computation than CS-based acquisition [4]. Reconstruction is not always required though. Significant efforts were
made to understand the amount of information preserved in CS samples for inference purposes. It was shown that
feature extraction and decision making can be directly conducted in the compressed domain, known as ‘compressed
learning’ (CL), with nearly the same accuracy as in the uncompressed domain—also known as data domain [1].

As of now, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no single on-chip system implementation performing
inference in the CS domain. In this thesis, we aim to develop an on-chip sensor-processor system to perform
inference in the CS domain.

3 Thesis Objective(s)

3.1 General Objective

The generic objective of this thesis is the early extraction of the relevant information contained in the visual stimulus
for automatic in-sensor object recognition and scene interpretation. To this end, we are going to use compressive
sampling as a fundamental tool, based on the fact that visual information in natural images can be described with
very few data if they are expressed in the appropriate basis. Our objective is to implement a CMOS smart sensor-
processor chip exploiting CS for on-chip inference based on the hypothesis that working in the compressed domain
allows implementing high-level inference under severe restrictions on computational and power resources.

3.2 Specific Objectives

We propose the following specific objectives:

1. Design of machine-learning architectures enabled to operate on compressed samples of the image
2. Design of circuit architectures that allow the concurrence of compressive sensing and acceleration of on-chip

inference
3. Design of a prototype chip demonstrating these principles
4. Integration of this prototype in a system for face/object recognition

⋆ This work is funded by the Spanish MICINN and the European Social Fund (ESF/FSE) through grant PRE2019-088478.
This work has also been supported by European Regional Development Fund (ERDF/FEDER) through project RTI2018-
097088-B-C31.
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4 Summary of the Progress Made So Far

We have explored different machine-learning algorithms, and different architectures have been simulated in Matlab.
Finally, we implemented the ‘one-vs.-all’ scheme of multiclass SVMs for multiclass classification. Three different
facial datasets have been explored using the compressed learning approach. Different architectures have been tested
for accurate and hardware efficient representation of compressed samples. Initially, a random binary measurement
matrix was used to generate compressed samples and a very high recognition accuracy was observed. But this
architecture suffers from a very large ADC resolution requirement. Therefore, an alternate architecture has been
developed that requires a very small ADC (sigma-delta) resolution, but at the cost of reducing the accuracy. This new
architecture uses a random ternary measurement matrix. The generation of random ternary measurement matrix
can be done on the fly using elementary cellular automata. To enable a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art
works, a figure-of-merit has been developed.

5 Current Status and Future Plan

Given that we have identified a hardware-efficient architecture for facial recognition, different circuit topologies
are being explored for efficient hardware implementation for an on-chip sensor-processor system. The design and
implementation of different analog/digital blocks in 110nm CMOS technology is to be carried out, achieving low
power, small memory footprints, and area-efficient requirements.

The discussions with the mentor were very fruitful. These discussions established another basis for comparison
of results of my measurement matrix with the standard Haar-transform matrix. Further elaborations resulted in the
development of an alternate architecture based on Haar-transform matrix as the measurement matrix. The initial
simulation results are very promising. In the near future, on-chip hardware implementation of the Haar-transform
based measurement matrix is to be explored.

References
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Title of the thesis:  Estimation of the quality of rice fields via intelligent systems  

Location of the thesis:  

- aArtificial Intelligence and Data Semantics Laboratory (LIASD), University Paris 8, Paris, France   

- bScientific Computing and Data Science Research Unit (CSIDS), University of Nouakchott Al-

Aasriya, Nouakchott, Mauritania 

Expected start/end dates of the PhD: 2020/2023 
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Nanne 

1 The context and objectives of the PhD 
The application context of our project is climate change in Africa. It focuses on the management of water, an 

essential source of life, by applying Artificial Intelligence techniques. While water scarcity is increasing, fresh 

and clean water represents only 0.003% of all available water in the world. 70% of this water is used in 

agriculture and rice is one of the most water consuming crops in the world. However, at the same time, rice 

is a food staple for half the world’s population. Thus, the increase in the world’s population underlines the 

need to solve the water problem, but at the same time, we need to maintain sufficient production and good 

quality of rice yield. Our mission is to develop an intelligent system that combines the Internet of Things 

(IOT), a modern physical solution at the height of new technologies, and Artificial Intelligence, a modern and 

progressive application solution. The combination of these two solutions will result in an intelligent, scalable 

and resilient monitoring model to monitor, control and recommend water consumption related to irrigation 

by integrating other factors from the IOT such as temperature, humidity, evapotranspiration, vegetation 

indices from satellite images available on the agricultural region of Mauritania. 

2 The research problem and its scientific basis 
Mauritania has embarked on a policy of encouraging farmers to produce local rice by exploiting the country's 

local resources. Two major problems that stand in the way of the development of this activity are climate 

change, which is manifested by long periods of drought, and water scarcity. On the other hand, digital 

transformation is gaining ground in several areas and for the past three years, in favor of the field of digital 

and intelligent agriculture. Inspired by the very scarce state of the art on this topic, our problematic aims to 

develop more than a model, it is an intelligent monitoring system whose main tasks are:   

- Monitor and control the quantity of water used in the rice fields. 

- Monitor the state of the atmosphere (temperature, humidity, wind, rain, solar radiation), the state 

of the soil (temperature, humidity, nitrogen, phosphate, potassium (NPK) and pH) and the state of 

the plant (leaf moisture). 

- Follow all the phenological phases of a plant and indicate if there are parasites infecting the plants ( 

signal if there are exceptional cases that require an intervention in real time ). 

- Know the needs of the plants to have a good yield (find the relationship between the yield and the 

external factors). 

- Predict the yield of an agricultural field and classify the different types of rice. 

3 Tasks already completed 
- Architectural conception of the rice field monitoring system. 

- Data collection such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Normalized Difference 

Water Index (NDWI), Normalised Difference Snow Index (NDSI), Normalized Difference Moisture 

Index (NDMI), rainfall, Temperature, moisture, wind of Rosso Mauritania. 
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- Data processing such as statistical analysis of the data Analysis by decomposition (Trend, 

Seasonality and Noise) Analysis by clustering (partitioning and density-based methods). 

- Prediction of data with machine learning models (ARIMA, SARIMAX, VAR, VARMAX and KNN) 

- Prediction of data with Deep Learning models (LSTM and GRU). 

- Publications: Khatraty, Y. B., Nauwynck, N. M., Diallo, M. T., & Nanne, M. F. REPORT ON 

ESTIMATING RICE FIELD QUALITY USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. 6th International 

Conference on Big Data Analytics, Data Mining and Computational Intelligence  2021 : 166-170.  

  Khatraty, Y. B., Nauwynck, N. M., Diallo, M. T., & Nanne, M. F. Prediction of satellite data 

using ARIMA and SARIMAX: the case of NDVI of Rosso Mauritania rice fields. The 4th International 

Electronic Conference on Remote Sensing. 2022  

4 Work in Progress and Perspectives 
- Generate synthetic time series data using GAN. 

- Prepare a separate deep clustering model that uses GAN for feature extraction from time series data 

and prepares a new version of MDST-DBSCAN that uses adaptive density when searching for point 

neighbors and performs rollbacks for clustering error correction. The output of GAN will be the input 

to MDST-DBSCAN. Also, use dynamic time warping DTW instead of the distance used by classical 

DBSCAN. 

- Optimize the best model found by several techniques (use of synthetic data(GAN), transfer learning, 

modification of hyperparameters...). 

- Implementation of the sensor layer, network layer and application layer of the rice field monitoring 

system. 

- Use data collected by the monitoring system and satellite data to predict rice yield for future years. 

- Work on the services provided by this system such as monitoring and control of water quantity, 

alerting of exceptional cases requiring real time intervention and classification of different types of 

rice. 

5 Results of the exchange with the mentor:  
Since we lack data to train our prediction model, the monitor suggested using synthetic data and in particular 

the data generated by GAN. after some research, we found recent works that deal with the problem of data 

augmentation and imputation of missing time series data [1]–[4]. In the future, we will use one of the models 

found to augment our data. 

On the other hand, since GAN is not yet well exploited in the field of clustering[5], we proposed to use it as 

a data feature extractor and its output will be used as input to an innovative version of the MDST-DBSCAN 

clustering algorithm.  
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Abstract

In this report, we present the objectives of the
thesis project as well as a presentation of the
context and objectives of the PhD. On the other
hand, the proposed methodology for the devel-
opment of the project is presented, as well as
the work carried out so far, the publications and
future work, including the mentoring received
in this doctoral consortium.

1 Objectives

General Objective The thesis has as main ob-
jective the proposal of a topic discovery method
through deep learning and static and contextual
word embeddings for the the following specific
objectives:

1. Implement a computational module for the
pre-processing of the texts used for topic dis-
covery;

2. Develop a method for the automatic extraction
of semantic relations of the type synonymy,
hyponymy and hyperonymy in the collection
of documents;

3. Apply and implement a model for embedding
words with previously identified semantic re-
lationships;

4. Propose a topic discovery method based on
deep learning and the representation of texts;

5. Evaluate the topic discovery method in order
to compare the results obtained with the exist-
ing works in the literature.

Exploitation Objectives

• Train researchers with a critical and interdisci-
plinary approach who are capable of conduct-
ing basic and applied research to produce new
knowledge on the problems associated with
language and knowledge engineering.

• Develop skills that allow them to create new
paradigms that meet specific demands that
society demands.

• Train high-level professionals capable of in-
serting themselves efficiently in the produc-
tive, academic or research sector where they
can apply the skills and knowledge acquired.

A graduate of the doctorate in Language and
Knowledge Engineering will be able to enter the
workplace in educational institutions, research and
industry. His areas of professional competence are
those related to the treatment of information of
any kind (image, voice, text, etc.). The graduate
is capable of generating models that represent real
problems related to the language and knowledge
of human beings, in order to achieve a solution for
them.

2 Summary of the Progress

The general methodology of this project thesis is
composed of the following phases:

2.1 Corpora Gathering

The data that have been used within the literature,
for example, the corpus in English from wikipedia
(general corpus) for the embedding model on of
words and for the discovery of topics the corpora
Reuters1 and 20 NewsGroups2.

2.2 Text pre-processing

This phase aims to clean the texts and normalize
them to bring them to the same format. That is,
part of a set of documents in natural language, its
function will be to standardize the texts. The tasks
of this phase for the corpora for topic discovery
are:

1https://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/
reuters.html

2http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups/

https://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/reuters.html
https://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/reuters.html
http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups/
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1. Remove non-ASCII symbols.

2. Convert uppercase to lowercase: in order to
normalize the vocabulary.

3. Elements removal: XML, stopwords.

4. Part-of-speech (PoS) tagging: each item will
be tagged with its grammatical category and
morphological information.

5. Recognition of named entities: the parts of
the text will be identified with semantic in-
formation such as names of people, places or
time.

The tasks of this phase for the extraction of seman-
tic relations on the general corpus are:

1. Content extraction in <text>< /text>

2. Remove non-ASCII symbols.

3. Segmentation

2.3 Semantic Relationship Extraction

This phase aims to identify the semantic relation-
ships of synonymy, hyponymy and hyperonymy
present in the general corpus in order to enrich
the proposed embedding model. In this phase, the
approach used to extract semantic relationships is
through lexical-syntactic patterns.

2.4 Static Embeddings

this stage aims to obtain a word embedding rep-
resentation model, based on semantic relations of
the synonymy, hyponymy and hyperonymy type
that will be the input to this stage, and as output a
representation matrix will be obtained, following
the methodology proposed in (Saedi et al., 2018)
that developed a word embedding model extracting
the semantic relations of WordNet.

2.5 Text Classification

The goal of this stage is to obtain the category for
each text by training a convolutional neural network
(CNN). Dividing the input corpus into two subsets,
one for training and one for testing.

Evaluation this phase uses the test data set to
evaluate the result of the text classification. For
this evaluation we will use the metrics precision,
completeness, F-measure and accuracy.

2.6 Topic Discovery
The goal of this phase is to discover the topics
within the categories identified in the previous step
through Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) for topic
discovery.

Evaluation in this phase, a comparison of the
proposed method against the results of the state of
the art will be carried out using the topic coherence
metric.

3 Experimental Setup

Experiments were performed adding hyponymy,
hyperonymy, synonymy, holonymy, and meronymy
relationships from WordNet (Fellbaum, 2010) to
the corpora 20 NewsGroups and Reuters. The ob-
jective was to have a clear vision of the semantic
value that each relationship provides. The conclu-
sions reached were that hyponymy, hyperonymy,
and synonymy relationships are those that provide
the greatest semantic content and therefore, these
three types of semantic relationships were searched
within a corpus of English Wikipedia. As a result
of these experiments, three articles were published
(Sánchez et al., 2021a,c,b).

At present, word embeddings have been created
with relationships extracted from Wikipedia. The
generated model so far only has 20,000 relation-
ships. For the evaluation of the word embedding
model it has been used a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) and 20 NewsGroups or Reuters like
input corpus with a word embedding model created.
Also, with the same corpus and the word embed-
ding model (e.g., GloVe, FastText), we utilized the
same procedure. The objective is to evaluate the
quality grade of the proposed model. The classes
obtained were evaluated with the metrics of accu-
racy, precision, recall, and F-measure. Yet, the
results obtained show the need for a more knowl-
edgeable embedding model.

We explored this technique for topic discovery
has been employ with tweets in Spanish about
COVID-19 and the obtained results will be exposed
in the Future Technologies Conference congress
2022.

4 Future Research Plan

4.1 Contextual Embeddings
Static embeddings (e.g., GloVe, FastText) are
context-independent: that is, there is only one (nu-
merical) vector representation for each word. The
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different meanings of the word (if any) are com-
bined into a single vector. However, the Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) model creates embed-
dings that allow the word representation of multiple
(multiple) vectors for the same word depending on
the context in which the word is used. Therefore,
BERT embeddings is context dependent. We de-
cided to use BERT not only because it is easy to
fine-tune, but it has also proved to be one of the
most performing technologies in multiple natural
language processing (NLP) tasks (Devlin et al.,
2019; Lample and Conneau, 2019; Radford et al.,
2018). This type of embeddings could enrich the
semantic properties of these vector representations
allow the meaning of texts to be encoded in such a
way that similar texts are close in vector space for
topic discovery. Thus, we decided to experiment
with recent BERT-based models, such as BERTopic
(Grootendorst, 2022). We also consider that enrich-
ing the input of such models with the semantic
relationships of synonymy, hyponymy and hyper-
onymy present in the corpora could also envision
an increase in performance and topic representabil-
ity. The results obtained will be evaluated with
the topic coherence metric and with an external
corpus of three million documents to evaluate how
coherent are the topics that are discovered with the
proposed method.

4.2 Dynamic Topic Discovery
Traditional topic modeling techniques (e.g., LDA)
are static in nature and do not allow sequential
order documents to be modeled. Dynamic topic
modelling (DTM) which was first introduced by
Blei and Lafferty (2006) as an extension of the
LDA, overcome this by modeling how topics may
have evolved the time and scope of the performance
reflects it. In this type of models, the temporal
nature of topics does not influence the creation of
global topics, since the same topic might appear
across different times, albeit possibly represented
differently. For this, we consider experimenting
also with BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022).

4.3 Topic Labelling
Topics are usually represented by a ranked list of
words but this can be difficult and time-consuming
for humans to interpret. Generating labels allows
users to compare topical trends without having to
align topics and to explore news collections by
users who might not have the necessary linguistic

skills to do otherwise. Recent works (Allahyari
and Kochut, 2015; Zosa et al., 2022) proposed on-
tological mapping-based methods that map topics
to concepts in a language-agnostic news ontology.
These concepts have labels in multiple languages
that we use as topic labels. The ontology mapping
can be approached as a multilabel classification
task where a topic can be classified as belonging to
multiple concepts.

We can use the IPTC Subject Codes as our news
ontology3. This is a language-agnostic ontology
designed to organise news content. his ontology
has three levels with 17 high-level concepts, 166
mid-level concepts and 1,221 fine-grained concepts.
Mid-level concepts have exactly one parent and
multiple children. While Zosa et al. (2022) man-
ually annotated a Finnish dataset, we can create
our groundtruth for topic labelling with an semi-
automatic matching between the concepts and the
tokens of the topics, that could be checked by na-
tive speakers afterwards.

Evaluation We could use BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2019) to evaluate the labels generated by
our models. BERTScore finds optimal corre-
spondences between groundtruth topic labels and
generated topic labels and from these correspon-
dences, recall, precision, and F-score are com-
puted. For each topic, we can compute the pairwise
BERTScores between the groundtruth topic labels
and the labels generated by the models and take the
maximum score. We then average the scores for all
topics report this as the model score.

5 Future Publications

The next publication that is planned to be carried
out is in New Machine Learning and Deep Learn-
ing Techniques in Natural Language Processing
where it will be presented from the extraction of
relationships to the results obtained by taking as
input the proposed embedding model and a corpus
for discovery of topics to have tangible results on
the performance of the proposed embedding model.
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Content-based image retrieval applied to radiological image databases
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Abstract. Our objective in this PhD project is to build a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) framework to
enable queries by example in databases of medical images. Our work falls within the context of radiology and
MRI imaging. Although CBIR and deep learning methods are performing increasingly better, their application
in medical fields is challenging for various reasons. One such setback is the lack of medical databases annotated
for CBIR. To solve this, an existing clinical database suitable for our task will be anonymized and reorganized
to train neural networks with. Another challenge is to consider the fact that MRIs are multi-parametric images.
As such, a query can’t be a single image of a patient but must be composed of several images complementary
of each other’s. This leads to information fusion issues which need to be addressed as early as possible in the
development of the method. Finally, the framework will be implemented in radiological databases to be used as
decision support by radiologists in clinical routines.

Keywords: CBIR · Information Fusion · PACS · Contrastive Learning

1 Preamble

This thesis is funded by a scholarship form Région Île de
France. It is supervised by both an academic laboratory
and a company:

– Florence Cloppet (thesis director): Associate Profes-
sor (HDR), LIPADE (EA 2517) - SIP Lab, Université
de Paris (France);

– Camille Kurtz: Associate Professor, LIPADE (EA
2517) - SIP Lab, Université de Paris (France);

– Antoine Olivier: Research Scientist, Philips Research
France;

– Laure Fournier: Professor of radiology, Hôpital Eu-
ropéen Georges Pompidou (France).

The thesis has started on february 1st 2021 and will end
on february 1st 2024. It has been going on for one year as
the time of writing this document.

2 Introduction

Picture archiving and communication systems (PACS)
are the database systems used in hospitals to store, edit
and retrieve patient information (image acquisition, anal-
ysis and annotation, diagnosis editing, etc.). Although the
amount of relevant information stored is significant, the
queries that can performed on these systems are limited
and mainly restricted to keywords search on patient fields
(patient name, date of examination, . . . ). The goal of this
PhD project is to enable more fine-grained search on the
PACS by the way of CBIR, using a patient image to re-
trieve similar ones, or patients containing similar lesions.

CBIR works by extracting meaningful features from
images, in order to be able to compare them efficiently
and find the closest one from a database. In our case we
are focusing on visual similarity of patient’s lesion. Means

of extracting these features can vary but state of the art is
achieved by using latent representation of neural networks
trained on a relevant task. Since domain shift from natural
images to medical images is usually too important, neural
systems, such as convolutional neural networks, need to
be at least fine-tuned on medical images to be relevant in
this medical context.

The two major contributions of this PhD project are
(1) to develop a CBIR framework that is designed for med-
ical images and all their specificities, as well as (2) to ex-
ploit the inherent multi parametric character of this mass
of data.

3 Methodology

Although deep learning methods have seen real advances
in recent years, their application on medical images raises
several problems:

– domain shift from natural images is too high to en-
able plug and play transfer learning approaches from
natural images;

– annotated databases are lacking in quantity and
quality due to the complexity of gathering and anno-
tating medical images;

– validation is extremely complex as results are hard
to interpret, especially with retrieval evaluation which
requires a reference ranking.

Therefore, developing deep learnings algorithms for
medical images is not straightforward and raises several
issues. One is the need of a significant amount of images,
annotations relevant to the end task and the ability to
assess the results. Considering this, our work focuses on
three main points:

– anonymizing, curating and further annotating a
database from a medical study[8] annotated with vi-
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sual descriptors of the lesion, to use it as the backbone
for training and testing CBIR approaches;

– developing methods to exploit the intrinsic multi-
parametric character of medical images;

– developing a framework to train neural networks as
well as CBIR systems to index and query medical im-
age databases.

3.1 Databases

As mentioned previously, medical image databases are
challenging to create. Even more so in the context of CBIR
as the annotation needed are a reference ranking that can
be compared to the result of the query. The EURAD[8]
database addresses these problems as annotation com-
prises disease diagnostic and malignancy score but also the
presence of 14 visual markers of the lesion. These markers
can be used to have more fine-grained relevance score as
two lesions of the same disease can look quite different.
The visual marker annotations also correspond to what a
radiologist would search for and use to make a diagnostic,
as the database was created to assess a risk stratification
decision rule using these markers. But there are several
problems which make this database unusable as it is cur-
rently:

– it has not been properly anonymized, which legally
prevents us from using it;

– it is a clinical database and was not designed to be
used for machine learning, directory structures are not
consistent, neither are MRIs sequences names, image
quality, etc.

– it is not a public database and even though one goal
is to make it accessible, because of all the previous
reasons and others, it is not yet possible.

For all these reasons we are also working on another
database: MICCAI-BRATS[6, 2, 1]. This database is a
brain tumor segmentation challenge, with 1200 patients
and 4 MRIs volumes per patient. Although it was not de-
signed specifically for CBIR, segmentation masks can be
derived into a proxy relevance score and it’s being a pub-
lic database allows verifiable evaluation and comparison
to other approaches.

3.2 Information fusion

MRIs are multi-parametric images and are composed of
several sequences : T1, T1Gd, T1CE, T2 to name a few.
All sequence types allow determination of different tissue
types. Even if not all of them are required at all time,
one MRI exam needs several sequences acquired to make
a diagnosis. Therefore, in order to build an efficient CBIR
system, indexing only one sequence type is not sufficient.

One method of information fusion that has gained at-
tention recently is contrastive learning. The basis of con-
trastive learning is to reduce the distance between the la-
tent representation of an anchor positive samples while
increasing it for negative samples. Positive samples can be

different views of the same subject[7], different transfor-
mations of the same image[3], an image and it’s associated
text[9, 5]. . .With contrastive training the multi-modality
can be taken into account directly in the training phase.

We will investigate contrastive learning using patient
information as a basis to determine positive couples. Un-
fortunately, from our preliminary experiments, the results
so far are underwhelming, two sample close in the em-
bedded space are not visually close and the database we
use (BRATS) prevents us from having results that we can
analyze. Adding image reconstruction loss to the neural
network to emphasize the visual component of the neural
network[4] and other methods to improve the results of
the neural networks are considered. But building our own
database has become a priority now, as it is what keeps
us from moving forward the most.

3.3 CBIR on PACS

Proofs of concept on small databases with isolated and
determined parameters will be made to show the capacity
and usability of CBIR in medical contexts. However, the
ultimate goal is to build a framework to be able to per-
form CBIR in the most generic way. The idea is to have
a Neural Network backbone trained with our database
generic enough to be able to extract meaningful features
form most medical images and use it as a basis to index
medical image databases. Since the goal is to find the most
similar lesions, the Neural Network must be able to char-
acterize not the whole image but only the lesions. This is
a challenge, but a relatively simple solution would be to
have the database annotated with ROIs so that the im-
ages can be cropped as desired to extract features only on
the meaningful part. Also, depending on the performance
of the Neural Network on specific databases, a fine-tuning
step could be considered to adapt the neural network to
the new images and lesions. Although contrastive learn-
ing can be made unsupervised, it would still require some
amount of external information. How much information
and of what type will need to be considered to achieve the
best ratio between performance, genericity and time re-
quired to adapt database for the framework, especially as
annotating a consequent number of patients is time con-
suming and requires specific knowledge.

4 Conclusion

This document introduced the ultimate goal of this PhD
thesis and defined as well several intermediate steps that
are required in order to achieve it. These steps include: the
building of a database suited for CBIR and the training
method of a Neural Network on multi-parametric images
in a semi-supervised way, to deal with our information
fusion issues.

In the next two years these specific milestones will need
to be completed. We then aim to work towards solving real
cases scenarios, in clinical routines.
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Abstract—This project is a continuation of the work initiated
in the last three years between the company YOOZ and the L3i
and in the joint laboratory ANR IDEAS. The general objective
is to propose a generic system of information extraction from
document streams to automatically process a heterogeneous set of
documents from companies. The specific objective of this project
is to use state-of-art method to automatically detect the concepts
of a document. This thesis, thus aims at applying a methodology
and a theoretical model allowing the analysis of documents of
any kind to extract precise information necessary for all levels
of document processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the age of digitalization, the automatic processing of
administrative documents has become both an economic and
technological challenge. Automatic Document Reading (ADR)
is a software solution that automatically reads these scanned
documents and extracts the useful information to inform the
information systems and process them quickly. For the past
30 years, ITESOFT and now YOOZ has been developing
information extraction and classification tools that seek to re-
produce the capabilities of humans while being more efficient.
However, while the documents of choice for a company were
invoices, forms, financial regulations, and mail, the diversity
has extended to other types of documents that are much
more varied but also more ambiguous (e.g. purchase orders,
estimates, deliveries, etc.). Even within the documents of
choice, variability is increased by the increase and internation-
alization of B2B exchanges. Document analysis approaches
by templates or keywords, adapted to small volumes, are no
longer sufficient. In terms of new technologies, Deep Learning
or incremental learning systems have become essential but do
not offer reliable industrial solutions to the problems of real
datasets (strong imbalance between learning classes, lack of
classes and models can online learning, etc.).

II. OBJECTIF AND CHALLENGES

The objective of this thesis can be broken down into 4 axes:
• Learn and reconstruct automatically the semanticstruc-

tural link of fields in a document. This should allow the
development of a general model applicable to documents
with similar semantics

• Extract data without a priori manual model (business
rules entered by an expert for each client) on a large
and multilingual vocabulary. The models will be learned
from examples of results

• Propose methods with little or no parameterization
• Satisfy a low processing time and respect the industrial

constraints on error minimization

The two main technological challenges are :
• Simplicity and automation of learning that can be

achieved from naive examples, within reach of an end
user.

• Continuous adaptation of classifiers as data is discovered.

III. RESEARCH

In this section we will describe the models we want to
implement to bring solutions to the problem defined be-
fore. Document classification and information extraction for
a human requires some expertise, often related to the busi-
ness or domain. Document sorting often relies on the use
of taxonomies (document classes) and on similarities with
previously encountered documents, in order to decide which
class to assign. From a machine learning point of view, this
relies on the recognition of certain patterns in the documents,
the position of these patterns and the presence of certain
relevant words (keywords) that allow to match and classify
a set of documents or a set of words. Many solutions have
been proposed in the last twenty years.
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The extration model will have input the prediction of the
class because the information to extract are related by the
class of document. The classification and extraction model
may or may not use the same architecture for example they
may use a combination of expert system, incremental learning
and deep learning.

They are several way to extraction the relevant information
inside document (e.g Key information extraction , Visual
question information , etc) . For our task when we extract
information , it will be trougth questions and answers. The
needs of ours client are diverse , some clients want to extract
information common to all customers (i.e total amount ,
invoice number , etc) and others want to extract specific
information (i.e menbership number).

Several works have focused on the textual part of the
documents others uses a multimodal neural network able to
learn from a lexical folding of the text extracted by character
recognition [1] and visual features of the image (MobileNetV2
[2]).

Despite the good performances of these deep learning tech-
niques, they have their limits in an industrial context. State-
of-art method have 100 million of param , is time cosuming
and it’s diffucult to interpret the result (i.e some client need to
when more information about the why this output). Also the
company which is confronted with huge document flows can
be treated with other types of documents (e.g. new classes of
documents, new structure of documents) Incremental learning
brings a solution to this problem.

This project is at the interface between incremental learning
in order to adapt the system to the evolution of the corpus,
deep learning in order to obtain a most relevant and generic
characterization for large volumes of documents , and finally
the expert systems which make it possible to propose rules
specific to the end user’s business. To our knowledge, the joint
study of these three typologies of approaches, in particular
in the context of processing large flows of documents, has
never been carried out. This thesis project therefore aims
to establish a complete state of the art on these themes,
define the approaches relevant to our problem and study their
combination. Finally, to evaluate and validate all of this work,
we will rely on a set of data sets and the classic metrics
from the literature (Recall, Precision, F-Measure, ANLS,Exact
Match). Several databases are freely available in order to be
able to pretrain the models and compare them. For the best
known and largest classification dataset, which currently serves
as a worldwide reference, is the RVL-CDIP [3], DocVQA [4]
and others. These and other datasets will allow us to compare
ourselves to other state-of-the-art methods.

IV. STAKEHOLDERS IN THE PROJECT

Title of the thesis : Automatic and model-free learning of
semantic-structural links of fields in a document

Student in thesis: Ibrahim Souleiman Mahamoud (70% of
time in Laboratory L3i - 30% in YOOZ Company)

Director: Jean-Marc Ogier, L3i, University of La Rochelle

Scientific supervisor: Mickaël Coustaty, L3i, University of
La Rochelle

Industrial supervisor : Aurélie Joseph, Yooz, Aimargues
Starting Date : 15/04/2021
Finalization date : 14/04/2024
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1 Research Plan

The title of my thesis is ”Explainable and Interactive Link Prediction on
Knowledge Graphs”. The thesis is supervised by Prof. Dr. Ute Schmid. I started
the thesis at the 01.01.2022, and I hope to finish it until the 01.01.2025.

1.1 The Project KIProQua

Currently, I am working on the project KIProQua. I research novel AI-driven
approaches to root-cause detection of defects in the production chain of electric
powertrains. I aim to combine sub-symbolic machine learning methods and sym-
bolic AI to incorporate interactively expert knowledge into root-cause detection
methods.1

1.2 Arising Challenges

Several exciting research challenges arise through this project. First, the use
case of KIProQua provides me with multiple large-scale knowledge graphs of the
production chain. Those knowledge graphs are notoriously incomplete, and the
entities holding the root cause for the defects are not trivial to detect.

Furthermore, it is crucial to the quality compliance that the model explains
why it believes the entities to be the root cause of the defect.

Thus, experts shall be able to incrementally give feedback on the models’
prediction and explanation to improve the models’ prediction while using the
system in their daily work.

1.3 First Steps Taken of my Doctoral Degree Journey

I started my doctoral degree by learning about the use cases of the project
KIProQua. Furthermore, I am conducting a literature review on explainable link
prediction in knowledge graphs and how to make them interactive. I am working
on a survey regarding that topic in cooperation with a college of mine at BMW.
Finally, my first paper, titled ”Explainable Online Lane Change Predictions
on a Digital Twin with a Layer Normalized LSTM and Layer-wise Relevance
Propagation”, was published at the IEA AIE 2022. Its scientific contribution is
extending LRP [2] to layer normalized LSTM’s [1].

1.4 Research Idea

I aim to develop a novel method that allows for interactive learning of a link
prediction model by leveraging the models’ explanations.

Research in this direction is significant since, in domains where labelled data
is sparse, knowledge graphs are incomplete, and labelling by domain experts is

1 Feel free to visit our website for further information: https://www.uni-
bamberg.de/en/cogsys/research/projects/bayvfp-project-kiproqua/
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expensive, it can provide an accessible, controlled, and safe way of improving
the link prediction models’ performance.

Research on explainable link prediction is an emerging topic [4, 6, 7]. And
using those explanations to improve the model was identified as a novel research
frontier by the link prediction literature [5] in 2020. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no effort in this direction has been taken ever since. Thus,
combining explainability and interactive learning in the link prediction domain
will be an innovation.

I want to approach this topic by solving real-world problems arising in the
project KIProQua, resulting in method and applied papers published in top-tier
conferences.

1.5 Next steps

The fruitful discussions with my mentor Oriol Ramos Terrades heavily inspire
my next steps. I aim to combine the method from [4] called MINERVA with
the preference-based human-in-the-loop reinforcement learning (RL) approach
from [3]. MINERVA models the link prediction task of the tail entity given a
head entity and a missing relation as a pathfinding problem. Knowledge graph
nodes are treated as states, and relations are the actions or paths to transition
from one state to the other. An RL agent is trained to walk from the head en-
tity the optimal path, given a missing relation, through the knowledge graph
towards the correct tail entity [4]. The optimal path is the symbolic explanation
of the models’ behavior. By adding the preference-based human-in-the-loop util-
ity function from [3] to the RL agent, interactivity is achieved. In the following
steps, the RL agent shall be enabled to consider literals. Finally, a version with
a rule-based human-in-the-loop utility function, instead of a preference-based
utility function, shall be implemented. This way, I hope to get closer to my final
goal of achieving a doctoral degree.
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1 Context and Objectives of the PhD

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in modern society, with 18.1 million new cases and 9.5 million re-
lated deaths worldwide in 2018 [1]. Thankfully, cancer treatments are evolving, from radiotherapy, chemotherapy,
targeted therapy, and more recently, checkpoint inhibitors (namely immunotherapy). However, to achieve a better
prognosis, these treatments should be given in combination or individually to each patient depending on the cancer
type/subtype, grading, as well as immune status especially for immunotherapy. Computational pathology is leading
a revolution in cancer diagnosis, prognosis and treatment response prediction thanks to the promotion of artificial
intelligence, especially deep learning, making personalized medicine possible in clinical practice.

Immunotherapy is one of the most promising cancer therapies, which fights efficiently against tumors by stimulat-
ing the immune system. However, only a subset of patients can benefit from immunotherapy due to the differentiation
of immune profiles. Therefore, identifying these potential patients is a clinically essential issue. Several gene sig-
natures have been shown to have significant predictive values in many cancers, including hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) which is the most common primary liver cancer. However, gene profiling techniques are highly sensitive to
sample quality and prone to standardization issues. Limited by their high cost and time-consuming nature, they
may not be easily available, especially in underdeveloped regions. On the other hand, histological slides are readily
available in clinical routine and contain information for neoplastic diagnosis and outcome prediction. Thanks to the
invention of whole slide imaging, computational pathology offers an opportunity to quantify and standardize digi-
tal histological analysis for reduced subjectivity with increased efficiency and reproducibility. Therefore, we aimed
to develop a clinical-grade workflow for immune profiling directly from histological slides, to aid immunotherapy
response and prognosis prediction.

2 Summary of the Progress Made So Far

We reviewed the existing approaches for assessing tumor-related immune status, such as spatial pattern recognition
and tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte scoring, as summarized in our paper published in the British Journal of Phar-
macology [2]. However, most of these approaches necessitate substantial engineering at the cellular level and/or
expensive immunochemistry or manual annotation, with the exception of a convolutional neural network-based ap-
proach, which needs only coarse tumor annotation but performs suboptimally for HCC gene signatures. In our work
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published in the Journal of Hepatology [4], we tested 3 different deep learning approaches to predict the immune
status (activation or suppression) of 6 gene signatures previously proved to be related to immunotherapy response
and survival [5]. An attention-based Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) approach, namely CLAM [3], is shown to
significantly outperform the others. In another series of external validation, using different gene profiling techniques
and different staining protocols, our models showed excellent generalizability of 0.817, 0.810, 0.850, 0.823, 0.810,
0.921 for the 6 investigated signatures, respectively. Our proof-of-concept study suggests that deep learning has the
ability to capture morphological features of immune predictive value.

3 Future Research Plan for the Last Part of the Thesis

A necessary next step will be to validate the applicability of our models trained on resection samples in a board
biopsy series, as biopsy is the only sample type for advanced HCC patients. Unlike resection samples, biopsies
contain only a small amount of tissues aspirated from the tumor which are usually damaged, and therefore may
have more artifacts and different morphological appearance. Domain adaptation methods will be investigated for
this objective. One perspective is the direct prediction of gene expression levels. In our previous study, we aimed
to predict the activation of six immune-related gene signatures. However, these labels are highly dependent on
unsupervised clustering methods, which are difficult to be validated. On the other hand, the prediction of gene
expression levels is a very challenging task for which there are no satisfactory methods for the time being. By
adding gene expression levels in the same signature as additional outputs, the models are expected to benefit from
the “real” labels and capture better features in a multi-task learning mechanism. We will also investigate recent
techniques of self-supervised learning and spatial information preserved techniques for this task. In addition, if we
are able to collect clinical data, we will also validate the predictive value of our model on immunotherapy response
and survival.

Another important perspective will be to study the tumor heterogeneity. Our current workflow is able to produce
a patch-level attention map for interpretability. We plan to validate this attention map using spatial transcriptomics
techniques, that is, gene expression profiling data of about 5000 small spots arranged evenly on a histological image.
As a histological image is usually extremely large ( 100,000 x 100,000 px) to load into a consumer-grade GPU, a
common preprocessing step to segment it into small images (ex. 256 x 256 px), so-called patches. To discover new
biomarkers or morphological patterns, more finer-grained interpretability will be needed. We will investigate novel
weakly supervised learning models, such as the nested MIL [6] to predict cell- or pixel-level gene expression directly
from histological images with only image-level labels.

Eventually, we would like to deploy this workflow to a no-coding user-friendly platform, to boost the use by
physicians, especially those without deep learning skills.
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